**PROTOTYPE AND BACKGROUND INFO:**
In this type of caboose, windows are set into walls extending from the middle of the car. These windows resembled architectural bay windows, so the caboose type is called a bay window caboose. This type afforded a better view of the side of the train and eliminated the falling hazard of the cupola. The bay window gained favor with many railroads because it eliminated the need for additional clearances in tunnels and overpasses.

**MODEL FEATURES:**
- Decorated models fully-assembled & read to run out of the box
- New truck tooling including axle-mounted generator
- Now packaged in a stackable jewel case
- Fully detailed underbody
- Separately applied wire grab irons
- Clear window glazing
- End walkway tread
- Minimum radius: 15"
- Prototypical details like antenna, marker lights, smoke jack and vent
- Body mounted McHenry scale knuckle spring couplers installed

**$30.98 SRP**

*Union Pacific Licensed Product*